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Blockchain: /ˈblɒktʃeɪn/

Noun: A digital ledger in which transactions made in bitcoin or
another cryptocurrency are recorded chronologically and publicly.

"We can actually have a look at the blockchain and see evidence of
what's going on.”

Rarely before has such an abstract and complex concept grasped the public interest
like blockchain. Perhaps fuelled by Bitcoin, its partner in crime–metaphorically, of
course, though some would argue otherwise–, blockchain is a public transaction
ledger that is now being explored by government, institutions, and enterprises for use
cases far surpassing cryptocurrency.

Even in its description, blockchain feels technical. When the software first emerged,
many were quick to dismiss it as the next buzzword, or just shrugged off the jargon.
But 11 years after its creation by Satoshi Nakamoto, whose real identity is still
unknown, the software has carved its way into society.

According to Liz Louw, Digital Marketing and Content Strategist at Bitstocks, the
BitcoinSV blockchain–the original Bitcoin protocol–is “creating an infrastructure with
the ability to host an unlimited number of applications and processes”.

By the time you’ve finished this ebook, you’ll have a comprehensive understanding of
blockchain, its functions, and use cases.
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Why are we obsessed with blockchain?
Unless you are well acquainted with the traditional telecoms industry, you probably
don’t know how the internet works. And yet it’s a critical part of the modern world.

So why are we obsessed with the inner workings of blockchain? Perhaps due to its
anarcho-capitalism roots, whereby it replaces the need for state institutions and
banks with a self-sustainable, decentralized model. Any challenge to the status quo
must, after all, be explained.

But the birth of the blockchain ledger is as important as its technicalities: what are the
social, political, and cultural factors which have led to its establishment? And what
are its benefits, the social impact, and real-world use cases?

It’s just a ledger
Many believe blockchain the enabler of crime, while others contradictorily think the
decentralized tool will save society from centralized power. Both ideas have had their
fair share of headlines, but at its core, blockchain is just accounting software.

Accounts have been written as long as we can remember. There has always been a
need to record business transactions, to know how much of what is owned and
owed, and to conclude whether someone is financially successful.

In the 11th Century, fiat currencies began to emerge around the world. These man-
made legal tenders form a value but also pinpoint a rough time where the bank and
state began to regulate currency and centralize records of transactions.

Banks are now well established as the issuer and authority of this money, creating
different forms of ledgers like balance sheets, paper records, and eventually
spreadsheets.

Today, fiat still dominates. There has been a shift to digital currencies but this digital
revolution has not disrupted fiat currencies. Instead, they are digitized and
exchanged on electronic platforms and ledgers.

Commercial banks are therefore still the central authority, despite money becoming
data and electronic payments, digital wallets, micro-payments, and loyalty points
emerging as favorable transactional methods.

Like methods before it, blockchain is a database. It stores information, like
transactions, in units, or blocks. Although bitcoin was its first use case, any sort of
transaction can be recorded on a blockchain, be it action-based agreements through
smart contracts or an exchange of loyalty points.
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Why would you opt for blockchain?
The transparent network offers several unique selling points in comparison to the
central, ‘normal’ alternatives.

All nodes on the network are given a full copy of the ledger to ensure transparency.
Transactions are immutable and protected as every entity–or block–on the chain is
defined by a digital signature, including a hash of the one it follows.

The signatures, a combination of the data the block contains, cannot be changed or
reversed once validated. The validity of records is made by nodes, and are all
individually encrypted.

You can edit parts of the blockchain that you ‘own’ by processing the private key
that’s necessary to write the file. Changes must then be approved by every node
in the network.

The by-design security of cryptography, time stamping, and peer-to-peer networking
means the database is perfect for recording everything from monetary transactions to
medical records.

This is how the ledger removes the needs for trust: distributed parties do not need to
trust each other, but the mechanism that their consensus has arrived at.

With your private key and another person’s public key, you are able to transfer the
contents or value of a block elsewhere. But if an attempt to change a block is made
without such keys, the chain will flag it.

You can see how effective the blockchain is in removing the middleman, filling the
role of a traditional, centralized system. The ledger is able to transfer data
instantaneously while also establishing trust and identity, a role currently filled by
banks at a much less effective rate.

Although blocks are tracked and time-stamped, participants who use the ledger often
do so under a pseudonym or opt to remain anonymous. Through its use of keys,
however, the blockchain can still verify identities to prevent fraud and record
legitimate transactions accurately.

The network is also programmable, meaning you can deploy different protocols, such
as smart contracts.
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So how does
blockchain work?
When someone requests a transaction it is broadcast to the peer-to-peer
network made up of nodes.

The network validates the transaction and the user’s status.

A verified transaction commonly includes cryptocurrency, but may also include
contracts, healthcare records, and other information.

Once verified, the transaction is combined with other transactions to create a
‘block’, or packet, of data. The block is given a unique key by combining
identifiers from all transactions within it.

The new block is added to the existing chain and adopts a hash of its
predecessors key to affirm its immutable and permanent place in the chain.
The transaction is then complete.
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Cryptocurrencies
A cryptocurrency is a digital asset exchanged with strong use of cryptography to
protect a financial transaction. Traditionally, cryptocurrency has no intrinsic value and
it is not redeemable for another commodity, such a gold, because it has no physical
form and exists only in the digital network.

However, cryptos tethered to real-world assets are beginning to emerge. They are
referred to as stablecoins, due to the reduced volatility that tethering brings and thus
making them more stable.

While cryptocurrency is still largely in its infancy, Facebook's Libra, a stablecoin, has
received backing from established businesses such as Mastercard, Visa, and Paypal.

Blockchain is often associated with crypto due to its debut alongside Bitcoin, but it’s
simply the software that makes cryptocurrency possible.

Cryptocurrency’s supply is not determined by a central bank and, as with cross-
border fiat currencies, there are several different types. There are many benefits to
this, including the way value fluctuates based on supply and demand, as well as
cheaper cross-border transactions.

Bitcoin is a particularly interesting case study because its existence is limited. There
can only be 21 million Bitcoins unlocked before the supply is ‘tapped out’. Currently,
the network’s nodes ‘mine’ the crypto and are awarded small amounts of the
currency for hosting.

This is problematic as it becomes an asset rather than a functioning currency. At the
time of writing, Bitcoin is worth $3,438.81.

Content Creator and Investor Relations Manager Ricki Allardice for UBU, an online
marketplace centered around tokens and digital currency, said that Bitcoin is his
favorite application of blockchain.

He said: “It creates a deflationary money supply in a world of inflationary fiat
currencies.

“This allows individuals to protect their wealth in a long-term, conservative manner
without having to take any risk aside from the relatively short-term fluctuations in
value. Furthermore, it allows the individual to maintain monetary sovereignty and free
himself from the nefarious actions of political control of the money supply."

However, because cryptocurrency exchanges are mostly unregulated, potential
buyers need to be cautious about registering with an exchange.

Marguerita Cheng, CEO of financial planning and asset management service
providers Blue Ocean Global Wealth, said: “Safety and security issues are real.
Those interested in dipping their toes into Bitcoin, Ethereum or other emerging
currencies first need to do some digging into which exchange they will use in this
investing Wild West. Choosing the wrong exchange could possibly mean losing all
your coins and money due to a security breach or because the people behind the
exchange are fraudsters.”
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Why are we obsessed with blockchain?
Smart contracts are one of the most beneficial use cases for blockchain for any
enterprise.

Storing snippets of computer code can be used to establish ‘smart contracts’. The
code would be programmed, for example, to execute an action whenever users enter
their key. This means you can create contracts that are
automatically filed when agreed upon conditions are met.
This function can be utilized at a governmental, enterprise
or personal level.

Code can be programmed to depend on external factors
such as stock prices, weather, and news. For example, you
could have your thermostat feed data through the chain so
when it hits a certain level of wattage hours the blockchain
transfers a monetary value from your account to the
electricity company, automating meter readings and the
billing payment. This is positive for everyone; saving time,
money and improving customer service.

Automation of contracts also means that factors cannot be
altered after the block containing dependencies has been
added to the chain. In business, this is great as
expectations are clearly set out and managed which takes
the burden off all parties involved.

This agreement, in the form of code between two parties, is
run on the blockchain and stored on a public database,
therefore, cannot be changed.

Transactions by smart contract are processed by the blockchain which removes the
need for third parties and trust; they will be sent and completed automatically.

It is only when the contract is fulfilled and all conditions are met when the transaction
is completed.

The whole system is built on dependencies. Look at this transaction between Daniel
and Sam.

WHEN Daniel pays Sam six Bitcoin, THEN Daniel will
receive ownership of Sam’s car.

Once a smart contract has been put into place, it cannot be
altered. This means that both parties can feel safe,
knowing they cannot be scammed. Without this, the pair
would have paid middlemen such as the bank or a lawyer
to ensure a secure contract. As a result of blockchain, they
have avoided extra costs and fees to third party
companies.

Simon Barry, CEO and Founder of SimonBarry.tv, a
business growth service, said: “Blockchain has been
around for a while now. It's not going away, and we are
only just beginning to understand it's utility.”

Barry personally uses smart contracts and finds this one of
the most favorable applications of blockchain.

“They can add huge value to areas such as law,
medical records, shipping. Basically any type of

data that has a set of rules that can be applied,” he said.
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Do we need a middleman?
Institutional trust has decreased significantly in recent years, but technology offers
innovative ways to tackle this. Blockchain removes the need for trust and for faith
in central institutions.

Although privacy and accountability are some of blockchain’s biggest benefits,
eliminating the need for a middleman will have widespread implications for
enterprises.

The digital revolution has also removed face-to-face trading and trust between
organizations. But through businesses like Uber and Airbnb, there is growing trust in
peers and strangers instead. But timing and context is everything, which may also be
why blockchain is becoming increasingly popular.

Instead of having faith in regulators, governments, CEOs, banks and even brands,
we’ve invented new digital marketplaces with a larger focus on peer-to-peer trading.

Although the blockchain-based model is not too dissimilar from existing practice, it
evolves the current system and rids it of potential corporate oversight, encouraging
trust once again but through peers, colleagues and even the ‘anonymous’, rather
than corporations.

This removal of institutional oversight and regulation of data is greatly significant but
does raise questions around accountability and responsibility. Often individuals don’t
know the responsibility they’re taking on with decentralized systems.

Past rules and assumptions of trade and economics have shifted. How will society
adapt and establish new safety nets, and what problems present themselves with
this new era?

Do we have collective responsibility, as nodes, users, as a society? And who are the
acting parties, if not machines? After all, blockchain is merely software built upon an
existing computing system.

The removal of a central middleman poses legal and moral questions too. Due to its
anonymous nature, there are fears that blockchain is used for money laundering,
ransoms, and transactions related to the black market. For example, one study found
44% of crypto transactions are for illegal activities.

Frank Wiener, Chief Marketing Officer at Sepior, a threshold key
management solutions provider for blockchain, cryptocurrency, and cloud, said:
“There will always be corner cases which require a middleman, but many of
the historic middleman roles can and will be reduced if not entirely
eliminated as use-case specific technologies, processes, and governance
mature over time.”

Out of the nine experts that contributed to this ebook, five believe we
do not need a monetary middle man–with blockchain filling that role–
while only one insisted we do. Others gave more general feedback.

One argument for comes from Phillip Hoey, Editor of Quotezone.co.uk, one of the
UK's leading financial comparison platforms. He said: “Yes, [we need a middleman]
to a certain extent. While many cryptocurrencies are currently being used as 'store of
value', that value can fluctuate dramatically specifically because there is no
centralized, trusted government or state agency behind the coin.

“Most fiscal currencies are more stable because they are backed by a government
that investors and consumers trust. We probably don't need a middleman when
we're entering into or exercising contracts, though, which is why smart contracts
may be one of the best use cases for the blockchain.”
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Blockchain’s biggest
drivers
By 2020, there will be 50 billion connected
devices sharing and processing data between
one another. These devices make up the
Internet of Things (IoT), which has been
integrated into many sectors and industry
verticals.

IoT is a critical element of modern business.
Digital transformation, whereby enterprises opt
for software-defined processes and deploy
technology to become as efficient as possible,
relies on IoT devices. For example, an IoT
sensor can be used for monitoring and reading
the environment in a remote location where
previously an employee would have had to
make the journey.

The establishment of these smart devices–
which are almost always collecting and
processing data–in both a B2C and B2B
setting has accelerated the adoption of data as
a currency.

As a result of data-hungry product offerings
and increased data, both in depth and breadth,
business and innovation have thrived. But IoT
is also insecure, and as the network grows, so
does the threat.

The next generation of technology demands
more. Artificial intelligence, machine learning,
and blockchain are more automated,
seamless, and instant. Blockchain in particular
adds an extra layer of transparency and
security to otherwise closed but vulnerable
business processes, which are critical in
enterprise, especially when dealing with
mission-critical data.

If you’re reliant on information but do not have
the means to identify bad actors or malware, it

doesn’t matter how innovative
your product is or how perfect
your business processes are–bad
data means bad decisions.

However, even though blockchain
is beginning to establish itself
within enterprise, there is still a
long way to go on a consumer
front.

Joshua Edwards, Head of DevOps
at blockchain infrastructure
provider Block Matrix said: “For
blockchain to really make it in the
mainstream, I think there needs to
be more dApps with an increased
focus on UX [user experience].
For blockchain to break into
mainstream use, it needs to be
easy for the everyday tech user.”

A dApp refers to a decentralized
application, whereby its backend
code runs on a decentralized
peer-to-peer network.

“I think the most unpredictable
application I have seen so far has
definitely got to be CryptoKitties, a
blockchain-backed game. I am in
awe of how much a tokenized
digital asset can be sold for. I’d
expect to see more of this,”
Edwards added. ”
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Key benefits according to the experts
There are many benefits to blockchain, with this ebook already touching base on
many, but big drivers will differ across industries and depending on your goals.

Wiener said:

Monica Signer, South African lead and blockchain ambassador at Consensys, said:

Consensys is a blockchain infrastructure and application provider focused on
Ethereum.

“The two most important benefits are the ability to create immutable
records, and to do so in an automated fashion.

“By creating timestamped snapshots of transaction records, linking
them in series, and then storing them on a large number of computers,
you can make it highly impractical if not impossible for someone to go
back and alter transaction data after the fact. This prevents fraud.

“The ability to complete the above process using smart contracts,
which automatically verify that critical requirements for a legitimate
transaction have been met, means you can do so both rapidly and
inexpensively.”

“But blockchain’s most significant economic impact will be in the
back office, reducing the time consuming and expensive
administration required for different businesses to transact without
relying on a trusted third-party middleman.”

“The top two key benefits of blockchain is that all the parties involved
in a transaction can see the same entries and verify its accuracy
without reconciliations or reliance of third parties.”
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SimonBarry.tv’s Barry said:

Blue Ocean Global Wealth’s Cheng agreed that blockchain’s lack of centralization is
a key attraction. She said:

Damien Martin, CEO of Shufti Pro, a real-time identification service, said:

As you can see, many respondents appreciate the inability to manipulate data on the
blockchain, the eradication of currently necessary third-party entities, as well as
increased privacy.

Key themes:

• Immutable records

• Automation

• Decentralization

• Privacy

• Security

UBU’s Allardice believes security and decentralization are the two biggest benefits.
He said

“Privacy is ensured as it's based upon encryption from the start. As
the record is stored on the chain, there is only one version of the
truth”

“The benefit is that no intermediaries such as banks are needed to
verify any information, which saves time and money. Depending on
the blockchain, creating a new block might take a couple of seconds
or a couple of minutes.”

“Any platform built on the blockchain has the natural advantage of
securing the privacy of its users and the data that they might share
with other users while on that platform.

Personal information, financial details or even the data that a user
owns can actually be shared with the people they choose. There is no
way that the security of that data can be compromised.”

“Blockchains that are secured by Proof-of-work (POW) increase the
cost of attacking the network, with the intent of adulterating the data,
to a point where the cost exceeds the benefit. Thus increasing
security.

Centralized entities which store data are ripe for regulatory capture
and/or attack by malevolent actors. Decentralizing the storage of this
data means that no single actor can revoke or influence access to this
data in any way. This creates censorship resistance, a key
requirement of data sovereignty.”
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Distributed and decentralized for greater
security
Everyday transactions that cross the internet may be at risk of cyber threats. The
security risks presented by the public internet, especially as the IoT network grows, is
enough to pique interest over blockchain.

Typically, data travels between specific points and locations for verification, trading,
and storage within a centralized network. But the widespread adoption of cloud
computing means that most data is now stored on the cloud, while there has also
been increased local, on-device storage.

Dropbox, Google Drive, and Microsoft OneDrive have all distributed cloud storage
networks, but this mustn’t be confused with decentralized. There is distributed

storage and therefore the transportation of data, but
actual monetary transactions are still centralized to
banks.

There is, therefore, still a central point of vulnerability, which can be
targeted by hackers. Bring down that, and bring down the entire
network.

But blockchain is made up of nodes, voluntary host computers, which
become a part of the network simply by running the software. Although
the larger an IoT network, the more vulnerable it is, the opposite is true

with blockchain. The more nodes on the network, the
more robust it is.

Blockchain’s data hashing system means every block
on the chain must be altered if just one is, making the system unchangeable and
resilient against hackers. What’s more, those in the network are also alerted if
someone attempts to alter a block.

However, this does not stop criminals from trying to hack a blockchain. Edwards
believes blockchain’s decentralized nature certainly aides its resilience. Attackers
must target all of the miners and validators to break a blockchain, or disruption may
be caused through 51% attacks.

A 51% attack refers to an attack on a blockchain by a group of miners controlling
more than 50% of the network’s computing power. A 51% attack may prevent new
transactions from being authenticated, thus stopping new payments, and miners
would be able to reverse transactions that occur while they are in control, meaning
they could double-send any cryptocurrency. However, they are unable to create new
coins or alter previous blocks meaning most data on the blockchain will remain intact.

There are two main reasons for this:

• There is no central point of vulnerability. A hacker may be
able to target one or two computers, but the whole
blockchain network must be compromised for a complete
failure.

• The immutable and transparent way of recording
transactions–blocks of information on the chain contain a
hash of data from the block prior to it, which includes part of
the one prior to it.
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How blockchain could prevent DDoS
On October 21, 2016, people were routinely going about their day when a distributed
denial of service (DDoS) attack brought down large parts of the internet across
America and Europe. Twitter, Reddit, Esty, and Github, were down, while PayPal, the
New York Times, and the BBC were also affected.

The hack began with 10 CCTV cameras and printers that were connected to Dyn
servers, a Domain Name System (DNS) provider. The devices used default
username and passwords–many of which were unable to change–which made them
easy targets for infecting with and spreading malware.

If the same DNS provider was layered upon blockchain, with restricted access
control where only specific parties were able to update the domain record, there
would be no vulnerability for hackers to exploit and deploy a DDoS attack. Records
would have been copied everywhere on the blockchain, across a network of nodes,
benefiting from its distributed structure and hashing system.

Another great use case for blockchain and DDoS actually takes a different approach.

Gladius has created a system that allows companies to rent their unused bandwidth
so it can be used to absorb malicious traffic.

For many people, your home internet is largely unused during the day, and your
business probably less so at evenings and weekends. By leveraging blockchain,
Gladius removes the middleman between bandwidth providers and those needing it.
As a result, those under attack don’t have to buy more bandwidth from a telco, but
instead only what they need.

Reimagining data and institutions
In the first week of 2018, Bloomberg counted 110 company press releases referring
to blockchain, compared to just five in the same period the year before.

Hoey said:

It is this data management, not cryptocurrency, that lies at the helm of blockchain
success.

There are now hundreds of different blockchains, both public and private, powering
projects in healthcare, solar energy, and even real estate.

For example, a blockchain-based smart grid would allow autonomous and automated
distribution power based on batteries scattered to serve an increasing number of
Internet of Things devices and electric cards.

This is already considered to be a greener system that can efficiently distribute and
serve power where and when it’s needed, which positions blockchain as a solution,
or at least part of the solution, for a more sustainable economy.

Even mainstream applications have taken note of the tech. Spotify uses data to tell
artists how many times a listener played their song, information which is used to
establish what the artist’s reward should be. Clearly understanding the valuable
nature of this data, Spotify bought blockchain startup Mediachain, which hopes to
solve music’s attribution problem.

The software’s positive characteristics are attractive across the spectrum. Even
bankers have begun paying attention. Blythe Masters, “the first and most notable
Wall Street banker to go blockchain,” focused her start-up, Digital Asset Holdings, on
building software that allows banks and investors to use blockchain to trade financial
products.

Governments could also benefit from using blockchain for increased public trust and
transparency.

“The blockchain will almost certainly revolutionize a vast range of
industries in coming years, including finance, marketing, contract law,
and international aid, because of its potential for disintermediation
(cutting out the middleman).”
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Real life use cases of blockchain
As evident with Maersk, blockchain makes it possible for every legitimate point in
the supply chain to be recorded and verified. It’s very difficult to counterfeit such
information due to its distributed nature and key hash system. This can ensure a
product is ethical to proving it’s genuine, from a supplier to a manufacturer to a
shipper.

Similarly, tracking shipments already exist today but parcels are often lost without a
trace. The immutable software can track every logistical stage of a product's journey,
which results in fewer missing and damaged goods. This is particularly helpful for
expensive, international packages. This information also helps to speed up refund
processes.

It’s also harder for fake designer items to be branded as genuine, adding
transparency to fashion thanks to, again, the documentation of the retail chain. From
supplier to retailer, to customer.

It’s not just authentic products that consumers are interested in, but ethical ones too.
Brands have shifted towards personalization, with restaurants often claiming to know
the exact patch of land an animal grazed on before fulfilling its ‘destiny’.

If a supermarket is selling what they claim to be an ethical product, blockchain supply
chain management means the customer can see exactly where an item was made
and by who, as well as the ingredients, how they were sourced and if they were
fresh.

This would have been particularly helpful following Europe’s 2013 horse meat
scandal, whereby products advertised as beef were found to contain undeclared
horse meat. If this had happened on the blockchain, suppliers would have been able
to see that the meat was contaminated.

In almost every use case, it is the clear authenticity and reliability of information that
makes blockchain so appealing to execs looking to cut operational expenses, to
brands dedicated to being more ethical and transparent, or even to art dealers who
can use the software for ownership tracking.

It adds an entirely new level to the brand-customer relationship, ridding companies of
room for error or misinterpretation. That’s why many enterprise-grade businesses are
beginning to develop private blockchains. In fact, In 2016, the Dubai government
declared that it will be shifting all of its supply chains onto blockchain by 2020.
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How blockchain impacts marketing

Data

Data has always been valuable to retail. Consumer likes, dislikes, shopping
preferences, demographic information, what brands are favorable, etc… All of this
information helps to establish a comprehensive view of a person and is something
that companies would pay to access, which they often do whether it’s from a third
party or by offering consumers rewards for sharing information.

Hoey said:

But because of the way blockchain works and its anonymity, companies won’t be
able to capture information without the target knowing or associate it with a specific
offline person, but rather a public identifier.

This has resulted in a rise of consumer-focused data management systems built
upon blockchain, such as Wibson.

The software’s permanence is much more valuable to marketers than temporary
internet cookies that expire. If a customer gives a brand access to their blockchain,
which holds information that cannot be retrospectively altered, the brand can access

Loyalty points

A different tactic, though a well-established one in marketing, is to deploy a loyalty
reward scheme. Loyalty points are already a digital currency. Currently, loyalty is
restrictive and often frustrating as points are worth very little and boundaries for
rewards often change.

But by adopting blockchain, customers can benefit from real-time liquidity, making
points cross-sector and cross-border. This reduces complexity for both consumer and
company, while enhancing brand exposure and balancing liabilities associated with
reward schemes.

a goldmine of insight over time.

Remember, blockchain is just a database of transactions.

Plus, being hyper-aware of your customer’s privacy will earn you a lot of respect.
Explicit consent must be given by the user for marketers to utilize blockchain, and
with data breaches being so common at the moment, this can only help your brand.

“Blockchain begins to impact marketing quite significantly by
disintermediating the media buying process. Some companies are
also beginning to harness the blockchain as a tool to help consumers
take ownership of their personal data, which is a major issue in the
wake of GDPR legislation and could have a significant impact on any
sector - though particularly B2C -, including retail, marketing, and the
media industry.”
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Boost your brand

Large purchases like cars and houses can be recorded and verified as a matter of
official record. As with luxury products, blockchain can help reduce the trade in stolen
goods as any subsequent transactions will be identified.

Proof of ownership, resale and warranties help enterprises and customers alike.
Tracking and tracing transactions also mean businesses can analyze and improve
processes, while seeing where efforts can be streamlined.

Marketing a fully accountable, transparent and ethically aware brand that can, to
some degree, protect against theft of goods and provide swift customer service is far
easier than one subject to scandal for being less socially conscious.

And so, while blockchain may make it harder for marketers to create in-depth buyer
personas and spot trends on a mass scale, it forces departments to get creative and
get to know their audience outside the data set. It also means that, for any brands
looking to access customer data on the blockchain, you must earn their trust
elsewhere first. Once you have that, you're rewarded with far deeper insights than
before.

The cost of blockchain
An immutable ledger that can vouch for ownership,
authenticity, and ethics without central control or
point of failure is certainly useful, but it almost sounds
too good to be true.

With such wide-spanning use cases that are likely to
be mission critical to brands going forward, the
system must be provably consistent and reliable.
Building a bug-free system is not a small or easy
task.

A corrupt database is also useless. Without
consistency, there is no guarantee that blocks will
remain intact, which removes its trust-by-design.

If something were to go wrong, the software’s very
selling point - its distributed nature via host nodes - is
what makes fixing it so complex. You must have a
consensus by all nodes in the network to begin
patching it, which is not guaranteed.

Any blockchain network must consequently be
consistent and reliable by design - something that will
take significant time to build.

The cost of maintaining a blockchain is also
significantly higher than that of the centralized
system. A blockchain must be built and checked
thousands of times, while transferring data just as
much.

This problem is echoed by experts. UBU’s Allardice
believes blockchain is definitely worth investing in,
but only in an extremely limited set of use cases.

He said: “Blockchains are cumbersome, slow and
expensive to secure. They are not the optimal
solution for every network distribution problem.”
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With all of this in mind, deploying a blockchain should not be done for the sake of it
but only when it can be justified through purpose. Enterprise could reach the same
level of reliability and transparency that blockchain provides through increased
auditing and cybersecurity efforts, for example.

In that case, you must be able to trust employees. But can you trust host nodes?
What is their incentive for hosting the blockchain? You should consider this on a
public chain, but of course, businesses building their own private network may not
have this problem.

This is echoed through our research. Out of the nine blockchain experts Radial Path
consulted for this ebook, all agreed that blockchain is definitely worth the buzz it has
created, though with some limitations in applications.

Wiener said:

Signer also described blockchain as “revolutionary”. But depending on your goals,
only you will know if blockchain really is revolutionary to your business.

“Like most technologies, blockchain will prove to be revolutionary
for certain applications, but offer little or no compelling value over
present mode of operations (PMO) for others.”

***

Information in this article was based on research from several industry experts,
including representatives from Bitstocks, UBU, Blue Ocean Global Wealth,
SimonBarry.tv, Sepior, Quotezone.co.uk, Block Matrix, CryptoKitties, Consensys, and

Shufti Pro. To read more about it, download our ebook.


